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Reviewer's report:

Dear Authors, thank you for submitting this paper which has been an interesting read. There are several points that I feel need to be addressed before it can be accepted for the journal

a) Use of the abbreviation PC - this in the UK means politically correct so I would suggest change to in full

b) Some of the font is in read - I am unsure why?

c) Literature re Hospice at Home services: there are several key UK papers that report the value of HAH services and these would be useful to include (refs below- including some recent studies I have been involved with - suggestions only, but would strengthen the paper)

d) Also the authors need to look at the literature regarding when a home death can be achieved (some eg are noted below)

e) The authors need to provide more details of their service, what it provides etc - so the reader can get a better understanding of it - what services did the families also have - more description needed

f) Section lines 82-96 I am not sure if this adds to the paper

g) Methodology; this section needs to be developed and include references regarding this approach and key texts such as Bowen. Also refer to examples of when this approach has been used before

h) Presentation of the quotes: although the identifiers of the abbreviation are at the end of the document it was not clear what they were until then. With the use of letters in newspapers - how confident are you that these were not altered at the point of publication?

i) Data: you report on 78/130 potential 'cases', how many of the letters and Christmas cards were from the same family? Also what about multiple family members sending in
letters/cards - were the authors able to link these to the patients case - This could be made clearer in the paper

If the authors could address the above points than I think the paper will be stronger and worthy of publication. NB Please note the international readership of the journal and need to suggest what can be shared to a wider international population where palliative care services are being developed
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